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RED RIVER PROSPECTOR.
VOL.'

RED KIVER, TAOS COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, July 13,
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It'a Quality that Counta.
The Mexican Herald pokes fun at
the papers in the United 8tates for
mentioning people when they pass
NHW MEXICO.
RED RIVER,
then! IflOth birthday. The Herald aays
that centenarians are too common
riow.i In Mexico to attract attention,
hut that when a man or a woman
The man who has a lilac bush grow- passes
the 120th mark It sits up and
ing right next the street never has to
takes notice. A hundred years in the
pruuo it.
United States, however, is worth 200
years
In Mexico. Boston Globe.
New York thinks that she Is on the
tve of a religious revival. Few places
William Warren's Lost Ghost.
r.eed one more.
Those who remember William WarLightning struck a baseball game in ren at the old Boston museum during
the sixties will recall the "Warren
Troy, N. Y.. and the umpire's decision,
Farce" so popular at that time after
Strike," was prompt.
the play. The writer remembers one
Edward Atkinson may have had of those most ludicrous scenes when
Eve in mind when he summed up the Warren, after a seemingly fruitless
search after a ghost, exclaimed in his
cost of a woman's clothes.
Inimitable manner, "I'll die before I'll
Philadelphia seems to be too quiet give up the ghost!" Boston Herald.
even for sheep. One recently butted
a Phlladelphlan nearly to death.
Japanese Women Divert.
Shlma,
It is all explained.
The old mug provinces, the smallest of the Japanese
has been celebrated from
that was recently sold at auction In the
earliest times for Its women divLondon for $29,000 was a vawse.
ers and more recently has acquired
distinctions connected with the
Florida clelms to be "ten thousand other
fisheries.
The divers have inherited,
Inalligator
laborei short," and the
through
many
generations, an aptidustry Is suffering in consequence.
tude for water life, which makes them
This country will be only too glad veritable human ducks.
to accept the guardianship of any
Brazil Needs Americans.
other cups the kaiser may care to ofThe Brazilian Review says that
fer.
Brazil needs American methods and
Prof. W. P. Trent says Defoe was a energy to make use of its splendid forgreat liar. Wish there were a few ests of hard wood, to construct ports
more such lies extant as Robinson and harbors, to build railways, to develop mining, to enlarge agriculture
Crusoe.
and cattle breeding in Bhort. to control and run the entire range of the
A Boston bank has failed with liabilities of $1,700,000. The reports do republic's resources.
not say which of the officials did the
speculating.
French in Foreign Service.
One of the main objects of the soWell, the Gould fortune can stand a ciety for
encouragement
shrinkage of a million or two without foreign the is to promote oftheFrench
plactrade
necessitating the mortgaging of the ing of young
in the serFrenchmen
dear old fcum.
vice of foreign merchants. Among Its
mftibers the society has 194 merIt doesn't make any difference chants
In the French colowhether a woman can drive a nail nies andestablished
430 In foreign countries.
straight or not, as long as she can
make good bread.
Smallest Installation.
Men drink less in summer than in
What Is said to be the smallest elecwinter, according to observing statisti- tric installation in the world is to be
cians, and yet summer Is the season found in tne village of Bremen, near
Dormbach, Thuringia. It comprises a
of larks and swallows.
single arc lamp installed in a church,
Dressmakers denounce the "sylph-llke- " the lamp being operated by a small
figure. Possibly this is because dynamo driven by the wheel of the
it takes less goods to cover that kind village mill.
with a stylish garment.

River

Red

Prospector

'

Foreword.

It cost the city of New York $3,000 To write In rhyme: A dang'rous task
For one in rhyme unskilled;
to bury Hiram Cronk, last veteran of
I your patience crave I ask
the war of 1812. But then, there are And
That when you'vo read whut fancy's
willed,
no more last Burvlvors.
If but a verse, a single line.
Has In your heart a thought Instilled
reward is mine
It has been necessary to vaccinate Responslvely.
My humble aim hus been fulfilled.
the entire police force of Passaic, N.
Milwaukee Sentinel.
J. That town must have policemen
who are In the habit of catching
Vanity Is Paramount.
thugs.
The vicar of Aberystwith, Wales,
Dynamite has been found In the heel addressing his congregation recently
of a woman's shoe at Connellsvllle, 3aid it was beyond his comprehension
Penn., but even that won't stop the how people could offer the Lord a
piece with a band clothed In a
woman who wants to put her foot
glove that cost $1, which Is a good
"town hard.
price for a glove ir England.
A wealthy woman In New York says
she expects to rejoin her pug dog
People of the Bible.
after death. It Is a question whether
The Rev. Dr. John Punnett Peters,
she believes she will go to heaven or rector of St. Michael's
Episcopal
the other place.
church, Brooklyn, has "discovered"
that Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and JoIt seems the hoop skirt and the seph, mentioned In Genesis, were not
sylph-likfigure are among fashion's real people, but composite
photodecrees for the summer. How they graphs of Israel.
are to be made to agree we do not
pretend to understand.
No
six-ce-

e

Wine,

But

Vineyarda.

hear a lot of talk about
"beautifying the canal zone." A hole
in the ground extending from ocean to
ocean, would be about the prettiest
ornament imaginable for the canal

Holland, which has no vineyards,
exported 628,789 gallons of "wine" to
While admiring
England last year.
an
the genius of the Dutchman,
w, iders
who
English newspaper
drank the wine and how the liked it.

According
to one correspondent
they are killing flying snakes on the
Rappahannock, and according to another the steamboats plying that river
have decided to close their barrooms.
It is time.

Seeing the New Moon.
Looking at a new moon for the first
time through obstructions, as through
a tree top, foretells misfortunes during that moon. To see it over the
right shoulder and in a clear space
brings good luck.

We

zone.

Mark Twain has had his full share
of trouble In recent years, and now

Ninth Century Bible.
his daughter has the appendicitis. A
The exposition of rare old books
man who has done so much to make
now being held in
others cheerful deserves more happi- and manuscripts
the British museum Includes the oldness himself.
est known manuscript of the Bible, of
century.
the.,
It is understood that
surviving the ninth
widows of Mr. Hoch are about to form
Peculiar Method of Suicide.
an old settlers' association.
Some
escapes will
thrilling,
Because he bad received notice to
probably be recounted when the pion- quit his lodgings, a Berlin locksmith
eers get together.
committed suicide by standing in the
bucket of a well and dropping to the
A Pennsylvania court has decvided bottom.
that "a man Is master In his own
household." This will be news to
Became a Frog.
many a man. Perry Herald. The wise
A tadpole, while out for a sail,
Was struck by a terrific gale.
husband will wait until his wife afHe cried. "Help!" for a Juke
firms this judgments
But his cry was a croak.
And that was the end of bis tale!
Cleveland Leader.
According to the Globe, Boston has
a professional snake catcher. In PortTramps Overrun English Town.
land there are perhaps half a hundred
At Wellington, a little town in the
whose energies are devoted to captur7,000 Inhabiing "the serpent that lurks In the west of England, of only
tants, no fewer than 5,245 framps had
bowl." Portland Advertiser.
to be accommodated last year.
While her husband waa on hii
knees praying the Lord to bless him,
Late Hours Induce Longevity.
Mrs. Nellie Brown of Effingham counA statistician affirms that the maty, Georgia, jumped out the window jority of people who attain old age
and disappeared. Mr. Brown is right- have kept late hours. Eight out of
ly surprised at the speedy answer to ten who reach the age of eighty have
his prayer.
never gone to bed till after twelve at
night.
They are now studying Dickens
over dinners. If they would only
English as She Is Spoke.
study Browning In the same way some
London Academy tells of an
The
almeanings
would
become
of his
woman who walked Into a shop
old
Or,
they
if
didn't, the
most lucid.
and asked to buy a "circulating listudents, being full of good things, brary."
Inquiry revealed that she
wouldn't care; which it better yet.
wanted a revolving bookcase.
hair-breadt-

Contented but Sinful Smokers.
"No," said Mrs. Bounce, "l don't
know as there's any real harm in
vmoking that is, in Itself; but when
two or three men get together, puffing
at their, cigars or pipes, they seem so
contented and so happy that I fear
they forget what sinful creatures they
are. There's where the harm comes
in. Mrs. Greeu, as I've said to Bounce
a hundred times, If I've said It once."
Boston Transcript.

CLOVE

GARDENS

OF

CHRISTENING

ZANZIBAR.

CUP

OF GOLD.

Extravagant Present Ready for Soma
Heir to Millions.
For the baby born with a gold spoon
In Its mouth and which Is to grow up
to dkne on gold dinner services, there
Is a christening cup of gold floating
around New York Just now. The cup
being
valuable, Is not made In
the form of a handled mug, useful
only for Infancy, but like a regular
tea or coffee cup with a saucer and
spoon to match. The set was made
in Paris upon the order of a grandee
of lipaln, and was intended as a gift
at the christening of the Infant Bon
of one of Spain's highest officers. It
is in empire design, the cup in graceful lines with a standard and handle
raised above the level of the cup at
the top. This handle Is in the design of a lion, supposedly the lion of
Spain. The saucer and spoon agree
with the style of the cup. For some
reason ihe grandee, the high officer,
or circumstances fell out, and the presentation was never made. Now the
cup has drifted to New York, In the
hanls of private people, and Is waiting to be purchased for one of New
York's millionaire babies for $400 a
great bargain.

They Are the Real Beauty Spots of
the Island.
It Is difficult to describe In fitting
language the clove gardens of Zanzibar. The "spicy breezes" which are
said to "blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle"
blow with equal softness and perhaps
no less splciness through Zanzibar's
beautiful clove forests, writes E.
Verne Richardson In American Syren
and Shipping.
The whole Island

Flustering the Teacher.

abounds In richest vegetation, but the
clove forests are Its real beauty spots.
And what a grateful change their fragrant shade from the Oriental odors
and genuinely bad smells of the stuffy
streets of the old town itself! For
Zanzibar Is not like an American city
in the width of Its streets and the
architecture of its buildings. There Is
scarcely a thoroughfare in the whole
place wide enough to permit two vehicles to pass, and the system of sanitation is almost as primitive as that
8hlps Cats to Farmers.
of
garden of Eden; hence some
Marshal Van Worley has gone Into of the
the smells. Fortunately the clove
a new business, viz., the shipping of
are not far away. Zanzibar
cats out of Tltusville. He has ship- forests
has no docks or wharfs. All goods are
ped about twenty to the farm of Mr.
landed or shipped by means of llght-erB- .
Ell Walker at Quay. There were all
The tidal rise Is about fourteen
sorts of cats, large and small, and all feet and the
same.
fall necessarily
shades of color; some with ears and Vast stretches of beach are the
left
thus
tails and some without. Tltusville bare at low water; hence more smells.
CHANGED MEANING OF WORD.
(Fla.) East Coast Advocate.
But, with all its drawbacks, Zanzibar
is not particularly unhealthful.
It is "Nerve" No Longer Has Exclusively
hot, vigorously, viciously hot, but still
Strange Food for Horses.
Medical Significance.
"What do you think of feeding the people, the white people, manage
Sir Frederick Treves, the celebrated
to
In
live
comfort,
comparative
there
horses on goose eggs?" asks an AusEnglish surgeon, asserted that the
tralian backwoodsman. "That was and In spare hours play golf, tennis Japanese "have no nervous system"
done by a party who were stuck up and sometimes even football.
and that "nerves," as western nations
on the Adelaide during the wet seaknow the term, is untranslatable In
son. The natives used to bring in
HELPING THE PLAYERS OUT.
Japan. This invites a reference to
canoe-load- s
of eggs, which were brokthe significant history of the words
en into buckets and supplied to the Youngsters Resented Ignoring of D- "nerve" and "nervous." A "nerve," by
horses."
irect Challenge.
der'vation from Greek and Latin and
The writer, while in another city, by earlier English use, Is really a
Municipal Care for Children.
to attend the theater sinew. When Pope speaks of "nervwab Invited
The first person who notifies the with his uncle and two young cousins. ous arms" he means exactly the
medical officer of her."h of Hudders-fleld- , During the play two of the comedians "brawny arms" of the village blackEngland, of the birth of a child, got into an argument over the subject smith; and this senBe survives metawithin forty-eigh- t
hours of such birth, of husbands loving their wives, and phorically In a "nervous style of writis rewarded with a shilling. This is one of them said he would bet there ing," which is very different from a
Shakespeare used
done so that the officer may send the was not a husband In the audience "neurotic" one.
mother printed advice as to the best who loved his wife; and If there was "nervy" in the same sense. But now
that "nerves" no longer mean slneva.
he would ask him to stand up.
treatment for young children.
Of course, the audience refused to "nenous" in the common use has rt
In
bite, but imagine our surprise and most reversed its old meaning.
Volcanic Cloud.
when the smallest cous- Dr. Johnson's time "nervous" in the
consternation
A volcanic eruption at St. Viniwdt
in piped up in a loud voice: "Papa, modern sense was still only "medical
once threw a cloud of du3t against the why
don't you get up; you know you cant." Now men of "nerve" are very
wind to Barbados, a distance of 100 love mamma." The wave of laughter different from men of "nerves."
miles.
The deposit fell for twelve that ran over the whole house only
hours over the entire Island, attaining added to our discomfiture.
He Best the Devil.
a thickness of nearly half an inch. Its
J want no grand mausoleum
To mai n the spot wherein I Us;
estimated weight was therefore nearly
1 want no polished
minaret
Bachelor's Fix.
2,000,000 tons.
To split the overhanging sky;
The morning after the ball, which 1 want no classic stanzas carved
mltli,nte an early evil,
was recently given at the residence I To
want a simple marble slabMade a Satisfactory Trade.
And
ik jHi my name, "He beat the
of one of the bachelors here, to his
Devli."
An Osage man traded his next-dooconsternation and dismay, he found a
neighbor a good horse for an old dainty pair of cornets In the apart- I want no pomp, no glided show,
That plays too oft the sickly part,
piano Monday. The horse was worth ment used that night as the
ladies' I would not In my last repose
twice the value of the piano, but the cloakroom.
Be subject to a dotard's art;
Such indiscriminate disLet me but have a wreath of flowers
man figured he is ahead because he play of feminine apparel is
rather
me none below man's level
To
has the Instrument now where It can shocking to a bachelor's modesty, and Then speak
carve my name and, underneath.
line, "He beat the Devil."
simple
This
played.
not be
Kansas City Times.
It is reported that the said bachelor
And you who know me best In life,
is too modest to remove the offending
Should chance but bring you to that
article or to venture in the room where
spot.
Greek for Blue Funk.
not In sadness on my grave,
Look
repose,
and unless
An English physician testifying to it rests in stately
Nor weep o'er my untimely lot.
is
soon
owner
found
or
some
the
It, If In truth ye enn,
tell
other
But
a
of
patient
condition
the
who had
How far my square sloped to a bevel.
been struck in the back by a falling disposition is made of same It 1b If not, then read my line and say,
"In very truth, 'He beat the Devil.' "
sack of corn, said he was suffering feared that this modest gallant will deFloyd D. Raze.
from "traumatic neurasthenia." "That sert his bachelor quarters and take
hills.
cor.
to
Long
the
Rltter
Creek,
Is the Greek for blue funk, Isn't It?"
Dinner and a Little Change.
Ore., Ranger.
asked the opposing counsel.
stranger
One day a
called at a Lawrence hotel and told
The Question.
The Best Way.
When the calcium's light Is turned full on the landlord that he was broke and
In the midst' of the strife between
a man,
very hungry.
The landlord took him
And the papers make a note of his
religion,
a homely philscience and
to the dining room and gave orders
name.
osopher speaks to this purpose: "Best He finds, when the future he pauses to for the dinner. When he got up from
scan.
thing you can do is to live up to the
the table a $20 bill dropped from his
There are only two outlets for fame.
light yoi- - have believe in yourself, He may be a pugilist brawny of frame, handkerchief which he drew from his
savages
a
captive
rage;
where
Or
and trust God for the rest." Atlanta The question that rises is one and the pocket.
A waiter picked it up and
same
Constitution.
It
to the landlord, who con
handed
go
on the stage?
Will he lecture or
fronted him with the fact and at once
When a woman has looted a number of took out 75 cents (25 cents Is the reguEnglish Statesman's Opinion.
banks.
lar price) and returned $19.25 to the
Or been tried for some terrible crime.
Some are inclined to look upon the
Is always a Btlr In the publishers'
There
stranger, who was apparently dum- philanthropic employer as a distinct
ranks,
founded and speechless. Later on the
And managers offer her time.
advantage to the community; but It
stands calmly and patiently vigilant landlord learned that the bill
occurs to me that the workers' wives The publlo
by.
was counterfeit. Kansas City Journal.
As it oft has to do in this age.
could spend the money to greater adAnd prepares to applaud as it says, with
vantage Will Crooks, M. P.
a sigh:
Will she lecture or go on the stage?
Pennsylvania Superstition.
r
It an Infant Is weak and does not
Trees.
Worth of a Hearty Laugh.
grow satisfactorily It must be measr
trees which are tapped
The old adage, "Laugh and grow ured for the "undergrowth," according
every other day continue to yield sap
for more than twenty years; and it fat" is founded on a sound physio- to a superstition In some Pennsylvais a curious fact that the oldest and logical basis. It is commonly observed nia Dutch communities. A powwow
trees produce that fat men laugh with considerable doctor, usually a woman, will strip the
most frequently-tappefacility. But they do not laugh be- child, measure it with a string the
the richest sap.
cause they are fat. They are fat be same color as Its hair, say some
cause they laugh, the act of cachin-natlo- "words," bury the string in a secret
Happens.
It
As
Sometimes
having profound influence in place and repeat the performance
A man, a road,
promoting appetite, oxidation of the three times. The child will get well.
An auto car;
A crash, a smash,
blood, digestion Indeed, the entire There are dozens of children in one
A sudden Jar;
and complex process of nutrition. Pennsylvania Dutch community that
An ambulance
And there you are,
were measured in this way and now
Good nourishment produces the cont.
New Orleans
tented body, the fit temple of the con- pointed to as examples and proof of
tented mind, which is, we know on ex- the efficacy of the method.
Better Coloring.
cellent authority, a perpetual feast.
s
Can be obtained in many
Colored Pearls.
if they are placed in the sunSimple Engineering.
A species of green or Iridescent
niest parts of U e house. Hard woodA traveler In Egypt writes: "In a pearl is found occailonally in the
ed plants grow and flower much betor ear shells, of the California
camel caravan we once met In the
ter In the sun.
desert there wbb a beaBt with a gi- ccaBt, Black and gray pearls are
gantic load of cases towering above found In Lower California waters;
Bunyan in 105 Languages.
and on both sides of him; on the left white, pink, brown and other colored
alone,
"Pilgrim's
the
book
One
flank of this mountain of cases rode a pearls in some of the fresh water
EngProgress," holds the record for
Arab sluug In a sling. The rea- brooks of Ohio, Tennessee, Texas,
repro- smallwas
lish literature, having been
obvious the camel engineers Kentucky and Wisconsin; purple and
son
duced in 105 different tongues.
had miscalculated in loading and had black pearls are sometimes found in
put too much weight on the off side, the shells of the common clam of
American Railway Crossings.
thus giving the camel a heavy list to Long Island sound and the Atlantic
being too lazy coast. The principal pearl fisheries
There are nearly 5,000 steam and starboard. Arab-like- ,
street railway crossings at grade In to repack, they had corrected the er- of the world are in Ceylon, the Persian
f
ror by using a light Arab as trimming gulf, western Australia, Torres straits
the United States, of which nearly
and the Sulu archipelago.
are protected.
ballast."
"Now in order to subtract," explained the teacher to the class In
mathematics, "things have to be always of the same denomination. For
Instance, we couldn't take three apples
from four pears, nor six horses from
nine dogs." A hand went up in the
back part of the room.
"Teacher,"
shouted a small boy, "can't you take
four quarts of milk from three cows?"

r

WHY EYESIGHT FAILS
INFERIOR ARTIFICIAL LIGHT FREQUENTLY THE CAUSE.

Illumlnants of the Past, One and All,
Have Serious Defects Acetylene
Gas, with Its Clear, Unwavering, Yet

Soft Flame Cannot Hurt the Eyes.
Chicago, June 20. No one can
go Into our schools or meet a
group
of children on the street
without noticing how large a number
of them wear spectacles. The propor
tion seems to Increase yearly, and
there are many more who ought to
wear glasses. The experience of one
teacher might be duplicated by the
score. She knew Alice was Inattentive and she thought she was unusually stupid. She said so to the principal
and sent a note to the mother, requesting that the child be helped at
home if she wished her to keep up
with her clasB. One day after a blackboard explanation, the teacher called
upon the child and found that she
had not seen what had been written.
She was kept after school and by dint
of much sympathetic questioning Misa
C. found that Alice had never been
able to see what was put on the board
and that her head had ached so often
and so hard that she frequently failed
to hear what was said.
Such a condition may be caused by
lack of proper food, but in our American homes it is usually due to the
poor quality of the artificial light. The
yellow, Insufficient light of the ordinary kerosene lamp, with Its smoky
chimney, Is about as bad for the eyes
The flickering
as can be imagined.
light from a coal gas jet Is but little
better, and even the electric light,
brilliant as it usually is, has an unsteadiness due to variations In power,
and a glare peculiarly trying to the
delicate nerves of sight. The comparatively new illumlnant acetylene gas
produces as nearly perfect an artificial
light as has yet been found. It gives
a clear white, unwavering light, very
brilliant yet perfectly soft, and so
nearly like the rays of the sun that
even colors appear as In daylight.
Fortunately, acetylene is very easily
and cheaply produced, and the simple
apparatus necessary can be purchased
and installed In any home at a very
moderate cost, and the acetylene can
be piped to convenient points in the
house where a light is needed. It Is
then lighted and extinguished and used
exactly like common city gas.
Into
Acetylene Is rapidly coming
common use in homes, churches,
schools and Institutions of all kinds,
and It is reasonable to expect that as
its use in the home increases, there
will be fewer defective eyes, particularly among children. Poor eyesight
and the many ills resulting therefrom
will undoubtedly be much reduced by
the use of this new illumlnant.

"Paw, would it be ungrammatlcal to
say 'I seen you when you hid $10 under the bureau?" "Yes, son, both un-

grammatlcal and dangerous. When
you are in doubt on such points always
come to me, and never go to your
mother."
RAILWAY RATE LEGISLATION.

At the biennial convention of the
Order of Railway Conductors recently held at Portland, Oregon, resolutions were unanimously adopted voicing their sentiments as to the effect
of proposed railway rate legislation
on the 1,300,000
railroad employes,
whom they in part represented. These
resolutions "indorse the attitude of
President Roosevelt In condemning
secret rebates and other Illegalities,
and commend
the attitude of the
heads of American Railways, who,
with practical unanimity, have joined
with the president on this question."
They then respectfully point out to
Congress the "inadvlsabillty of legislation vesting in the hands of a commission power over railway rates,
now lower by far In the United
States than in any other country,"
because such regulation would "result
in litigation and confusion and inevitably tend to an enforced reduction in rates, irrespective of the ques
tion of the ability of the railroads to
Btand the reduction, especially in view
of the increased cost of their supplies
and materials." They further protested against such power being given to
Commission
the present Inter-Statbecause "the proposed legislation Is
not In harmony with our idea of
American jurisprudence. Inasmuch as
It contemplates that a single body
shall have the right to Investigate,
Indict, try, condemn and then enforce
Its decisions at the cost of the carriers, pending appeal, which is manifestly Inequitable."
The conductors base their demand
for only such legislation if any, as
would "secure and Insure justice and
equity and preserve equal rights to all
parties concerned," on the ground that
the low cost of transportation "Is the
result of the efficiency of American
railway management and operation
which have built up the country
through constant improvement and
development of territory, while at the
same time recognition has been given
to the value of intelligence among employes in contrast to foreign methods,
where high freight rates and lowest
wages to employes obtain."
In pressing their claim against legAdvice From a Bishop.
They Were Peace Medals.
A story, which may not be without islation adverse to their Interests,
A British officer says that one day
t
he saw a volunteer soldier out for drill its application locally in these days, they point out the fact that
rates of this country average
who had au extraordinary number of was told at a meeting in England the
medals pinned on bis coat. "He evl other night at the expense o. the blshJ only two per cent of the cost of artidently felt flattered at my notice'" de- op of Manchester. When the bishop cles to the consumer, thus making the
clared the officer, "and I said to him, was In Australia he was approached! freight rate so Insignificant a factor
'You seem to have seen considerable with the request to appoint a day of In the selling price that numerous
service. In what have you been en prayer and fasting in view of a pro- standard articles are sold at the same
gaged?' He replied: ' Bless you! I longed drought. The bishop, who was' price in all parts of the country."
have never been in a war. My father a man of works as well as faith, ie
A Calcutta paper says the climate of
and I were awarded those medals at plied: "It you prayed less and dammed,
agricultural shows for a special breed more It would be a great deal bettr-- ; that city is so unhealthy that the inhabitants are obliged to live elsewhere.
for you."
of tilgs for which we are famous. "
well-dresse-
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Ostriches Bring Record Price.
At Grahamstown, South Africa, a
pair of ostriches were sold recently
for $6,000, which Is a record price.
The plucking from the chicks of this
pair realized from $50 to $62.60 per
bird.
Bathing Suits.
We would like to know under what
heading the "clinging drapery" met in
novels would come In a dry goods
store: Calico, half wool and half cotton, or what? AtchUou Globe.
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UNITED STATES ARMY AND NAVY IN
MANEUVERS TO DEMONSTRATE EFFICIENCY

SERMONS.

than phrases.

Is more

Preaching down never lifts up.
Knowing is only tributary to living.
Is

e

Failure

Is

but wise Investment

fortune

If It

cures

flabbl-ness-

Saints are more than sapless
ners.
Our
lives.

.

sin-

marks the level of our

love

Straw always stacks up higher than
grain.
Prosperity
prison.

easily

hearts

Herolo

places.

builds Its own

come

from

hard

Sham sanctity has caused much

sin-

cere sin.

Narrowing the mind doB not cause
it to rise.
Loyalty to one truth lnvolfes
tality to all.

hospi-

The smaller the fool the greater the

folly may be.

The heart of the world's hunger is
hunger of the heart.
Many a heavenly tune has been
spoiled by a holy tone.
Theology

is no more religion
an Inventory is a stock.

than

The scene of the army and navy peake, Is a government wireless teleexercises this year was Chesapeake graph station, which also had its
bay, and, In a measure, the movement
quiet part In tho vxerclses. This
was to determine tho value of the agency, which was In communication
fortlflcatfons In preventing a foreign with the forts, naturally endeavored
foe from making an attack upon to keep the army Informed of the apWashington from the sea.
proach of the attacking fleet, and also
attempted to "overhear" any wireless
Officers In Command.
Rear Admiral F. W. Dlckins was messages passing between the flagship
in command of the livsdlng fleet, and the other vessels In the fleet.
and the defensive work were com- Likewise the fleet tried to "tap" the
manded by Major Generel James F.
Wade, commanding
department
th
of the Atlantic, who had as his chief
of staff Brigadier General Frederick
D. Grant.
All the elements of actual warfare
were not present; for, among other
things lacking was a defensive fleet,
which, in the event of war, especially
If It were believed Washington was
to be directly menaced, would be floating In the waters of Hampton Roads.
In actual war this fleet would be considered advisable to protect the large
government navy yard at Norfolk, if
for no other reason.
Rear Admiral Dlckins had in his
command a torpedo boat flotilla, under
Commander M. Johnston; size third-clas- s
Gen. James F. Wade.
battleships, two cruisers and
three converted yachts.
wireless messages passing between
the commanders of the artillery disNearly 10,000 Man Forts.
tricts.
The fortifications In the three artillery districts, which comprise the deFort Monroe Chief Point.
fenses of Washington and Baltimore,
Fort Monroe, at the mouth of the
were manned by nearly 10,000 men, James river, which commands the enor more than half those in the fleet trance to the Chesapeake, was the
opposed to them.
Seven forts were most critical point in the war game.
engaged In the war game; Fort MonAlthough Major General Wade's headroe, In the Chesapeake district, comquarters were movable, it was at Fort
by Lieut.-Coi- .
manded
Ramsay
D. Monroe where the headquarters flap
Potts; Fort Washington and Fort first flew. The fortress Is a very difHunt. In the Potomac district, com- ferent defense from what It was even
manded by Col. Benjamin K. Roberts, 10 late as the Spanish war. Very conand Forts Howard, Smallwood, Carroll siderable improvemen'
have been
and Armlstead in the Baltimore dis- - made to it, and its battery of great
FORTRESS

MONROE, OFF WHICH

could not. In any even risk grounding
In order to pans the upper forts.
Defense of the Cities.
Washington Is about 176 miles from
Fort Monroe, and Baltimore is about
160 miles from the entrance to the
Chesapeake. Defending Washington
are Forts Washington and Hunt, on
either side of the Potomac, about
twelve miles below the national capital. Baltimore Is defended by Fort
Carroll, which Is on a small Island
lying In the Patapsco river, about
seven miles below the city, and on the
west bank of the river, nearly opposite, lies Fort Smallwood. About four
miles below them are Fort Howard, on
North Point, and Fort Armlstead, nearly opposite, both
guarding the entrance to the river from the bay.
The Game of War.
'
Only the destroyers and smaller
boats attempted to pass these fortifications, and choose the night for the
work. It has been the usual belief
among those who have made the waging of war their specialty that ships
can rarely be pitted against fortifications with success. Apd It has been
found In practice In recent wars that
the damage done on either side during such an engagement Is very small
Indeed, although a chance snot from
a fort would work moro damage to a
ship it happened to hit squarely than
any broadside Is likely to effect upon
a modern fortress.
The night attacks wpre to ascertain
the efficiency of the searchlights of the
fortifications and also to give the navy
exercise In constructively making
these lights dark. Actual experieneo
has demonstrated that It is most difficult to hit a searchlight, and. Incidentally, most difficult to navigate a
ship on which a searchlight has been
turned, the effect of the light being to

PART OF THE WAR GAME MANEUVERS

WERE CONDUCTED.

You cannot prevent the pieces from
flying by praying over the boiler.

The sorrow of
the shadow of

Is

often but
shining.

You cannot nourish a beast In the
heart and have beauty in the face.

He who does not fear the judge
within mu3t face the Judge without.
HOW BYRON BORROWED.
volume of
In an old weather-beateByron found in "Yo Olde Book Shoppe"
on Alabama street a former, unknown,
owrter of it has underscored phrases in
"Marino Faliero" which, he says, Byron borrowed from Shakespeare, as
follows:
"His taking off." Hamlet.
n

"Yes, when they are
Richard III.

In Tieaven."

WARFARE

AGAINST

Why Fight It.
The Charity Organization Society of
New York, in a hand-boo- k
on the prevention of tuberculosis, encourages

the active campaign against this great
plague and gives a concise summary
of "Why" the battle should be waged.
Because more people die of consumption than from any other disease.
Each year 1,095,000 of the people of
the world die of It. In the United
States over 100.000 die every year of
consumption.
Every day 8,000, and
each minute of the day two persons
fall before this enemy. How many of
your friends have died of It?
Because
It Is a disease which
spreads from one person to another,
and any one may catch it.
Because It Is chiefly caused by the
filthy habit of spitting.
Because it is a disease which can be
stopped, and need not spread.
Because every one may and should
help stop It.
Because already there is change for
the better. The number of deaths
from consumption is growing less.
Twenty years ago there were many
more deaths in proportion to the population than now.
If the tuberculosis death rate of 1886
had been maintained the first nine
months of 1902, four thousand more
persons In Manhattan and the Bronx
would have died of tuberculosis than
actually died In these months.
Could anything be found more inspiring, more plainly indicative of the
need for extending the work against
this disease?
Use of Tobacco by Minors.
The use of tobacco by children, its
causes and prevention is discussed
in the Medical Summary.
Whilst most states have laws forbidding the sale of tobacco to minors, it
Is a notorious fact that such laws are
universally Ignored.
The parent,
teacher and physician are to blame.
The parent, that he does not thoroughly train his child; the teacher,
that he does not better supervise the
conduct of his pupils; the doctor, in
that he does not warn the parent,
who perhaps errs himself.
School boys may be seen any day
on their way to school with books under their arms, and a chew of tobacco
or a cigarette in their mouths. Occasionally little girls may be observed
Indulging in the seductive cigarette
on the streets. What will be the Inevitable results? The best that could
be hoped would be numerous tobacco
users, but worse might be feared, and
very much worse Imagined.
The evil Is evident, and the remedy
Is provided, but law is useless till enforced on violation.
The dealer will
not obey It till public sentiment demands It the child does not choose to
submit to it; the parent is negligent;
the pupil Is Indifferent or silent; and
;

"Make assurance
Macbeth.

doubly

sure."

"And their new swords well fleshed."
t

Shakespeare,
"Hands incarnadine."

Shakespeare,

"Covetous of 'brief authority.' "
Shakespeare. Atlanta Constitution.
REFLECTIONS

OF A BACHELOR.

An almost Bure way not to get
is not to get married.

Running an amateur garden is easy
compared to being chairman of a local
charity.
If a man has any money left after
trying a stock market tip he can finish
up at a summer resort hotel.

There is hardly anything easier than
not to get along with your wife if you
think you are master of your own
house.

When the cook will always let a
man have hot water to shave he can't
see what grounds his wife has to be
dissatisfied. New York Press.
WITH THE SAGES.

(1) View of harbor. (2)
trict, under the command of Col.
Frank Throp. Artillerymen were collected from the ports all along the At
lantic coast, and augmented by few, If
any, state militia.
Preparations for Resistance.
In the fortifications the greatest
preparations for the event were made,
out for the most part the improvements made and the equipment installed are intended to be permanent.
Within the last few months $125,000
has been expended in the purchase
and installation of the most complete
telephone equipment which could be
In time similar equipment
obtained.
will be In place in every artillery district on the coast to carry out the ap
proved system of fire control. This is
a moBt elaborate scheme of attack on
an approaching enemy which cannot
be seen by the gunners anywhere.
It Is possible by this arrangement
to direct the fire with effect, not only
as to the time of discharging a gun,
but In respect to range and direction
of the shell. This mysteriouB factor
Is made possible by means of numerous instruments, miles of land wire
and cable, and a comprehensive secret

Water battery

in Fortress Monroe.
(3) View of fort and moat.
disappearing guns is believed to be blind the navigators as well as the
gunners.
invincible.
The fleet did not attempt to run past
To render this exercise the more efFort Monroe In the day time, although fective, the ships of the squadron were
the deepest part of the channel Is painted four colors: The Texas, Newalmost fourteen miles distant. On the ark, Atlanta. Terror, Puritan, Hornet,
part of the artillery officers it is Siren and Silvia, white; tho Florida,
claimed that even at night there was Arkansas, Nevada, war color;
the
little hope for the fleet to pass suc- Hartford, black, and the torpedo boc.t
cessfully by the fortification.
There destroyers, dark green.
are frequent heavy fogs in thlB neighThe object of each of several forms
borhood, however, and had the fleet of attack by the navy was to demonbeen favored with such an ally, the strate the strength or weakness of
naval men believed that thqy could some particular phase of the defense.
pass in without the fort being aware The results were known only at the
of it. The extensive mine fields of the conclusion of the exercises, and then
military at this point, however, would known only to tho proper authorities.
This precaution was emphasized as
important, that the character and
strength of the various defenses might
not become known to possible enemies
of the country.

Adversity links men together, while
prosperity Is apt to scatter them.
Dr. W. F. Hunter.
code.

Signal Service

Complete.

Opportunities fall In the way of
The new portable searchlight for
every man who Is resolved to take ad- fortifications was another important
vantage of them. Samuel Smiles.
feature which was tested under pracIt was
tical conditions of service.
I see not any road of perfect peace discovered In the maneuvers of two
which a man can walk, but after the years ago that the gunfire of ships
counsel of his own conscience. Em- was directed with what would have
erson.
been telling effect if the shots were
real, on account of the stability of the
Grpdneti, like the River Nile, over- searchlights.
flows Its banks to enrich the soul and
In the war game these lights did
to throw plenty into the country.
not remain In one place. They were
Collier.
mosnted on wheels, and In that way
thhlr location was changed, In addiThe sttfngth of a man's virtue is tion to which their removal prevented
not to be measured by the efforts he their destruction by a shot from the
makes under pressure, but by his or- fleet. At Cape Hatteras, 11.5 miles
dinary conduct. Pascal.
south from the entrance to the Chesa- Good temper, like a summer day,
Edlble Swordfish.
sheds a brightness over everything.
Islanders are Justly
Block
The
It Is the sweetener of toll and the
for thy
proud of their swordfish,
soother of disquietude. Amlel.
almost have a corner on that variety
It would be an unspeakable advan- of the finny tribe, the flesh of which,
tage if men would consider the great H Is claimed by many, surpass anythe deep. The detruth that no man Is wise or safe but thing caught Inswordfish
is invariably
the
for
mand
Raleigh.
him that is honest. Walter
greater than the supply, for although
Teach self denial and make Its prac- a number of boats from the Islands
have practitice pleasurable, and you create for make dally trips, they
the fish even
the world a destiny more sublime cally no competition,areasnot
numerous,
than ever istued from the brain of the In the best fields dangerous work.
and
Is
hard
it
and
wildest dreamer. Sir Walter Scott

t

Admiral Francis W. Dicklns.
be expected to destroy a fleet hazarding the attempt.
For the fleet to reach Washington,
or even Baltimore, was hardly practicable, owing to the shallowness of
the channels of the Potomac and the
Patapsco. Consequently the main
fleet, under Reap Admiral Dlckins
Coal-Blac-

A

coal-blac-

k

rat

Rat.
was caught in a

trap at the police station the other
morning. The rat was unusually large
in size and Its skin was very soft, like
velvet.
The animal was drowned
along with several other rats which
were caught in the same trap. Many
people saw the animal and they all
said that never before had they seen
a black rat. It attracted a great dral
of attention even among the prisoners
In whose apartments in was caught.
Portland Oregonian.

CONSUMPTION

what Ib left for the child's salvation
but action upon the part of the guardians of humanty. If we act, we move
thankless. The parent will not appreciate; the dealer will be made an
enemy; and tho children will hate us
as they become men.
Pastor and
priest, lawyer and laymen will sneer
if we attempt to enforce the laws.
Even but a few of our own body poll-timay be depended upon to act, either by precept or concerted movement.
Few physicians pre even good enough
politicians to ask a councilman or representative to vote upon a measure.
The effort against the evil 1b necessarily, for the time, along the lines of
c

individual

effort.

To

do good,

we

must practice, act, and preach.
If
our "smoking" friends will close their
eyes while puffing pipe or cigar, they
will find they cannot tell when they
"have Are." What foolishness, to
spend money and waste health to
watch smoke curl. Horace Greeley defined a cigar as "a roll of tobacco with
fire at one end and a fool at tuo other," and we think him more than
half right. If the use of tobacco by
the adult be such idiocy, what shall
In
Active
Judge
Service.
Oldest
we Bay of its consumption by the
Judge Charles Field of Athol, Mass., minor?
is ninety yearB old. He Is In active
'service, holding court In the first disSkin Training.
trict court of northern Worcester, at
An enormous amount of time is deboth Athol and Gardner, several days voted to the training of the hand, the
While, naturally, his eye, and the brain, but the training of
each week.
health is not quite as robust as ten the skin is seldom thought of. Neveryears ago, he is still vigorous enough theless, a well trained skin Is more
to administer justice in the two courts. essential to health than almost any
Judge Field is said to be the oldest other kind of bodily culture. The negjudge in the country in active judicial lect of the skin must be regarded as
service.
the foundation cause of a large number of chronic maladies. It may alRecords.
Important
State
Keeps
most be asserted that a man who will
Gov. Warfleld of Maryland has had keep his
in a thoroughly healthy
made a large scrapbook of newspaper condition may defy almost any known
on the death of Lloyd disease.
clippings
The experienced horseman
Lowndes of his state, to be filed in knows very well the Importance of atthe state archives at Annapolis. He tending to the skin of the animal unsays: "I believe it is the first time der his care. A horse which has a
that any history of the death of a
skin, with the hair dry and
governor of Maryland has ever been dingy, dull and lifeless, In appearance,
to
propose
I
compiled and
take care shows by this fact that his whole body
of predecessors and trust that my ex- is In a state of disease.
ample may be followed by my si:ces
A healthy skin Is warm, slightly
sors."
moist, smooth, reddens quickly when
rubbed or exposed to the action of hot
or cold water, Is supple and elastic,
Peculiar Case of Smuggling.
A smuggling case which Is probably perspires readily under exercise or the
unique, even In the strange annuals of application of heat, and is free from
contraband, has just been before the pimples, eruptions and dtscoloratlouB.
To maintain this condition, the skin
customs court of Marseilles. On board
the French steamer Touralne there must be subjected to dally bathing and
Horsemen rub and groom
was found a large quantity of opium grooming.
smuggled, not by any individual in their charges dally. Wild and domesparticular, but by the whole ship's com- tic animals left free in the field habitpany, and the strange spectacle was ually groom themselves by vlgorou
witnessed of the heavy fine of 2,000 rubbing against trees or other objects.
being levied on all, every than In the Hunters are familiar with this fact,
nd often secrete themselves near a
vessel being mulcted in his proportion
"rubbing tree" as a means of getting
assessed according to wag's.
an easy shot at their game. Mam, of
hide-boun-

all animals, neglects to groom himself,
snd this Is especially true of civilized
man, for, as is well known, the savage
and
nations from time
Immemorial
have practiced rubbing
the body as a means of maintaining

health.

How Habits Are Formed.
The formation of a physical habit
Involves the education of a portion
of the brain; and when the habit has
once been formed the act may be performed almost Independently of the
will or the higher brain.
This fact
should impress us most profoundly
with the Importance of forming right
habits, since It is apparent that the
getting rid of a wrong habit involves
not only the formation of a right
habit, but the far more tedious and
.difficult work of undoing the evil
work which has been done in the
wrong education of the brain. This-samprinciple applies to the higher
centers which are concerned only in
mental acts, as we shall see later. It
Is Indeed a most momentous thought
that every act of our lives, not only
emanates from the brain, but modifies and changes the brain, thus Influencing our characters.

e

What Know We?
What know we of the gnawing griefs
That dim perchance our neighbor's
ways
The fretting worry, secret pain
That may be his from day to day?
Then let no Idle word of ours
Sting to his heart with sore dismay.
What know we of temptations deep
That hover round him like the night
What hitter struggles mav he his
What evil Influences blight?
Then be not hasty to condemn
If he has strayed from paths of right.
We know so little of the hearts
That everwhere around us beat.
8o little of the Inner lives
Of those whom day by dav we greet.
Oh. it behooves us. one and all
Gently to deal with those we meet.
Gently to deal and gently to judge
With that dlvinest charltv
That thinks no evil, hut would seek
The good In everv soul to see.
Measuring not by what It la.
Rut by that which It strives to be.
ASPARAGUS,
ITS PREPARATION
AND COOKING.
Select fresh and tender asparagus.
Those versed In Its cultivation assert that it should be cut at least
three times a week, and barely to the
ground. It Is Is necessary to keep the
bunches for some time before cooking, stand them, tops uppermost, in
f
water about
inch deep, in the
cellar or other cool place. Clean each
stalk separately by swashing back
and forth in a pan of cold water till
perfectly free from Band, then break
off all the tough portions, cut in
equal lengths, tie in bunches of half
a dozen or more with soft tape, drop
Into boiling water barely sufficient to
cover, and simmer gently until perfectly tender.
If the asparagus is to be stewed,
one-hal-

break (not cut) into small pieces;
when It will not snap oft quickly, the
stalk Is too tough for use.
Asparagus must be taken from the
water Just as soon as tender, while
yet firm In appearance. If boiled soft,
it loses its flavor and Is uninviting.
It Is a good plan when it is to be divided before cooking, if the stalks are
not perfectly tender, to hoil the hardest portions first. Asparagus cooked
In bunches is well done If, when held
by the thick end in a horizontal position between the fingers, it only
bends lightly and does not fall heavily down.

The time required for boiling asparagus depends upon Its freshness
and age.
Fresh, tender asparagus
cooks In a very few minutes, so quickly. Indeed, that the Roman emperor,
Augustus, intimating that any affair
must be concluded without delay, was
accustomed to say, "Let that be done
quicker than you can cook asparagus." Fifteen or twenty minutes will
Biifflce If young and fresh; if old,
from thirty to fifty minutes will be re-

quired.
Stewed
Asparagus. Wash, break
Into pieces, simmer till tender in water just to cover, add sufficient rich
milk, part cream if convenient, to
make a gravy, thicken slightly with
flour, a teaspoonful to a pint of milk;
add salt If desired, boil together and

serve.
Asparagus for Egg Sauce. Prepare
and cook asparagus as directed above.
When tender, drain thoroughly and
serve on a hot dish or on slices of
nicely browned toast, with an egg
sauce prepared In the followtng manner; Heat a half cup of rich milk to
boiling, add salt, and turn into it
very slowly the
yolk of
an egg, stirring constantly at the
same time. Let the whole Just thicken, and remove from the fire at once.
Asparagus With Cream Sauce.
Thoroughly wash, tie in small bunches, and put into boiling water; boll
till perfectly tender. Drain thoroughly, untie the bunches, place the stalka
all the same way upon a hot plate,
with a dressing prepared as follows:
Let a pint of sweet cream (about six
hours old is best) come to the boiling
point, and stir into It salt to taste
and a level tablespoonful of flour
rubbed smooth with a little cold
cream. Boll till the flour Is perfectly
cooked, and then pass through a fine
wre strainer.
Asparagus on Toast. Cook the asparagus In bunches, and when tender,
drain and place on slices of
d
toast moistened in the
liquor. Pour over all a cream
sauce prepared as directed above.
Asparagus Points. Cut off enough
heads in
lengths to make
three pints. Put into boiling; water
just sufficient to cover. When. tender,
drain off the water, add a half cup of'
cream, and salt if desired. Serve at
well-beate-

nicely-browne-

two-Inc-

once.
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Nat Hollister's

Substitute
The list of drafted men was read
the country store and postotflce at
Freehold, and Nat Holllster'b name
was among them.
In"When wan yon twenty-one?- "
quired Uncle Oliver Kimball, looking
over hlB spectacles at a tall, beardless youth who stood near the door,
In the rear of the group which always
gathered to hear the war news after
the evening mall came In.
"Last April," responded Nat.
"Seems to me somebody out there
to Washington keeps posted on birthdays," remarked a small man near the
postmaster. "Ho must have stacks of
In

family Bibles."
Uncle Oliver looked at him severely. "What's town clerks for?" he Inquired; then, without waiting for an
answer he turned toward Nat.
"Think you'll go? or well, there's
only one way out If a man's drafted
pay your three hundred.
But I
wouldn't have believed you was twenty-one.
Seems like yesterday your
father come down through my orchard" but while Uncle Oliver held
the Boston Journal suspended a moment to recall a bit of history, the object of his interest quietly slipped out
of the store.
Then the remarks grew more personal. "Who's going to take care of
Nat's father if he goes to war?"

"Oover'ment never asks about the
health of the family." "No, not even
if a man's a cripple thai can't leave
his chair, like John Hollister," said
one and another.
"They couldn't
raise three hundred, could they?"
asked the small man. "Couldn't sell
the place for much more, wood lot and
all." "It's hard luck for Nat, and he's
a likely boy, too, Nat Is."
Meanwhile Nathaniel Hollister was
striding rapidly toward home. He had
been drafted!
Do you realize what
that meant? The man whose name
was drawn had not volunteered, and
there were many who felt during
those days of '64 that this in itself was
almost a disgrace. It also meant that
the drafted man must go, or furnish
an acceptable substitute, or pay to the
government three hundred dollars.
Nat could do neither. "He would have
volunteered long before, but In the
tiny brown house, which seemed to
cling ia the rocky hill farm like a
bird s nest to a bough, was a helpless
father and a little sister with no one
but Nat to care for them.
No wonder he felt helpless and dis
couraged as he climbed the last pitch
of the hill and looked back into the
valley already shrouded in mist.
"Three hundred dollars!" he muttered. "Might as well strike these rocks
for gold as hope to raise it!"
A dim light burned in the kitchen,
and his father, whose chair was rolled
into the bedroom at night was still
awake. "What news, Nat?" he inquired.

"Battle near VIcksburg," was the
answer.
Mr. Hollister groaned. "The hand
of the Lord is heavy, and the sins of
the nation must be cleansed with
blood. I see the great host marching,
and the hills tremble." He recited
the words, as If he had learned them.
There were times when his mind almost wavered under the pressure of
pain and weariness, and these were
Nat's hardest hours. He was soon lit
his father's side, and with much stroking and bathing finally saw his restless patient sleep. Then, straightening himself, he stole away. But he
had iiardly reached his chamber wlien
a lmndful of pebbly soil struck the
window

and a voice

called

softly,

"Come out, Nat, I want to see you."
It was Gilbert Ames, from the villageSquire Ames' only son. Nat
crept downstairs and Joined
him.
"Why, Gil," said he, "what's
brought you up here this time o"
night?"
"Come out on the big rock so your
father can't hear," responded Gilbert.
The old moon rose above the trees
and the stars shone placidly. "You
are pretty near the good place here,
did you know It?" Gilbert remarked.
"Perhaps," said Nat, "but that don't
keep me from feeling wicked."
"I know. When I heard vou'd been
drafted, I knew how 'twould be. But
there's a way out."
"What do you mean?" asked Nat,
"It's just like this. I am going, anyway.
Father's consented if if I
take a certain place in the Tenth.
But now I'm going to take your
place."
"Gilbert Ames!" cried Nat, passionately. "Catch me letting you! Catch
me letting you go as a private when
you might he way up among th6 officers."
"Keep cool, Nat," said Gilbert. "Do
you happen to remember two boys
who went bathing In the river one
day, some years ago, and how one
would have drowned If the other
hadn't held him up and dragged him
out? Never knew how you did It, Nat.
Well, time to 'pay back' has come."
"It's too much, Gil. I can't let you."
Gilbert's tone was iow and steady,
as he replied: "I won't pretend It
wasn't hard to decide; I suppose we're
all tempted to do mean things sometimes, but do you think I could wear
straps with any comfort knowing
what 1 might have done for you?
Mother said, 'Let father pay the
money,' but he hasn't It.. He's losing
all the time; and I said, 'Nat would
rather have me than three hundred
dollars. I can go, and you can't. If
I go as Nat Hollister and get promoted I'll earn all I get. And If It comes
to dying why I'd rather die a private
and know you are here taking care
ysav father, than have a title bo- -

fore my name In the long list.' Bo
there you are! I'm ready to be your
substitute If you'll take me."
Nat threw his arm across Gilbert's
shoulder and looked away. If ever
two unselfish souls stood face to face
It was then, when each measured the
devotion of the other.
"It's too much, Gil It's like an angel coming right down from heaven,"
Nat. said, at length.
"Angel It Is then," and Gilbert
laughed happily. "I told you this rock
was near the good place; and when
you come out here Just remember me
'Way down South In Dixie, and .'
For the first time Gilbert's voice
faltered. He grasped Nat's hand, then
drew himself away, and started down
the hill whistling "Yankee Doodle."
Nat flung himself upon the rock,
and lay there under the solemn sky
thinking such thoughts as made men
of boys In those perilous days.
As Nat had predicted, the little village was greatly excited over the
story of his "substitute," for Gilbert
was a general favorite. Men said he
was a "plumb fool" to give up an officer's place; and some there were
who tried to draw from Nat the "particulars" for which their souls hungered.
But even Uncle Oliver was
baffled.
"It beats me," he said.
"D'you remember that old image they
called a sphinx in Bible times? Nat's
Just so close.
He claims it's pure
goodness on Gil's part. Well, now,
of course there's peconnlary gain
somewhere." But Uncle Oliver's eyes
were not keen enough to see the
and tenderness which sprang
up beside the rough paths of war, as
violets spring close to the plowshare's
cruel furrow.
But Nat and his father and wlse-eyelittle sister and Gilbert's father
and mother understood; and their
dally lives were richer because of him
who was a substitute for love's sake.
The long, bright summer passed
slowly, filled with excitement and
foreboding.
Every night Nat visited
the flat rock, this altar of patriotism.
and with his face toward the "good
place" prayed for the boy in blue who
stood for him on Southern battlefields.
And one day a new Inspiration came
to him. Gilbert's mother sent for him
and after an hour's tender interview
he left the house bearing an armful
of books. "Sis" inquired about them,
lifting the covers respectfully, and
Nat said, "Mrs. Ames has given me
some of Gil's books. If he takes my
place, I must take his, far's I can."
From that day "substitute" was a
word.
Gilbert had led the village choir,
now a mere wreck with only one man,
whose voice was cracked by age. Nat
had a fine voice, but natural diffidence
,
.
k.l
it
nun i
mm irom using it. wow, a
singing book became his companion
and he "practiced" in a field good,
honest drill In reading nuialc until
he could venture to "carry the tenor"
alone. Gilbert had expected to go to
college that year. Nat began
to
study slowly and laboriously, but with
the unwavering perseverance which
self-deni-

two-side- d

tunnels mountains.
He became careful in speech, and
manners, too; and "Sis" keenly watching her big brother, grew helpful and
womanly as she patterned after him.
So the fall and early winter passed;
but before the snowdrifts had melted
from hilltop or valley, the long list of
"killed and wounded" held the name
of "Gilbert Ames, private, died In field
hospital."
Can those who remember even
faintly the coming of such news hope
to describe it? It was as if the balls
from battlefields sped on and on until
each spent it's last force upon agonized hearts In the North or South.
Father and n other were bowed In
grief, and for many days Nat lived
and moved like one stunned. Only the
death of his father in early springtime
aroused him. Then followed the sale
of the farm, the adoption of "Sis" by
Mrs. Ames, and the going forth into
the wide world of Gilbert Ames' substitute.
Years passed, and one Memorial day
members of the Grand Army from the
nearest large town came as usual to
honor the graves of their comrades in
Freehold Cemetery.
Fifteen little
flags fluttered In the Bay breeze above
fifteen green mounds.

One man, accompanied by wife and
children, made his way at once to a
modest monument bearing the name,
"i.llbert Ames." It was Nat Hollister, who, dropping his cares and responsibilities, had come from a far
western city to stand once more beside the resting place of his frljnd.
Stirred by emotions too deep for
words, he laid his tribute of fragrant
flowers.
Then came the veterans, two by
two, and with each delegation was a
little child laden with wreaths. When
all was ready there was a moment of
silence undisturbed by a footfall upon
the spring grass. Then the drum was
heard once, twice, thrice. Every hat
was lifted, and at the same time each
little child laid a memorial wreath
upon a soldier's grave. The voice of
prayer was then heard, and the ceremony was over.
"I hope they know we remember
them," said he. "I hope he knows."
"He died for me, children, as well as
for the country; and all these years
I've tried to live for him. It has helped me every step of the way to know
that I was studying and working and
succeeding for Gilbert Ames. I have
been a betetr man because of it. And
you, my boy," turning to the tall
young fellow beside blm, "you are a
substitute, too, by Inheritance as well
as by name. Five hundred thousand
"boys in blue" died to give us a country worth living for, and we musn't
forget that we stand in their places
we must not."
And that was the thought which Gilbert Ames' namesake bore away from
the Freehold Cemetery. O. W. Scott
In May Star Monthly.
y

Treatment of Consumption.
Mere Flexible and Lasting,
Insist on Getting It.
Rome grocers say they don't
won't shake out or blow out; by using;
Important paper was read before
Starch. This Is because the
Defiance Starch you obtain better rethe recent meeting of the American Defiance
a stock on hand of other brands sults than possible with any other
League at Atlanta, have
12 ot In a package,
only
containing:
mors for
brand and
Georgia, by Dr. C. P. Palmer of Ashe-vlllwhich they won't be able to sell flrat. money.
North Carolina, on "The Physibecause Defiance contains 16 oa. for
cian's permanent Duty to the Patient the same money.
It may be all right for Russia to conDo you want IS os. instead of II os.
and Family In Tuberculosis." At the
the war, as she Is urged to do by
for same money? Then buy Defiance tinue
conclusion of his discussion Dr. Ammany
American etlltors. but she should
cooking.
no
Requires
Starch.
not to let the Japanese find
careful
be
bler presented the following points:
or they may raise hob with her.
out,
It
"First Tuberculosis is not the fatal
no une Inviting fnlkn to heaven
it's
If you're unwilling; to ask them to eat
disease commonly believed.
It dinner with you.
"Second
While communicable,
can be practically Innocuous by the
Plan's fiire snnnt be too highly nponen of me
proper course on the part of the paBest tea port: San Frana cuush cure. J. W. O'llaiss, 323 TMrd Ave.
tient.
N Minneapolis. Minn., Jan. , 1800.
"Third The chief cauRe of the large
cisco; nearest; least exposmortality is late diagnosis.
Qohelor farmer says that the
1j
way
to remove weuuri is
"Fourth Late diagnosis is caused quickest
ure. Tea is sensitive.
by indifference of the patient to early propose to a widow.
V"ur irroror returns your money If you don't
symptoms and carelessness on the part
BkBchlllln'sBMt.
of the physician consulted.
"Fifth By thorough systematic InThere Is hardly any more fun than
struction of the patient, better results
Why do we advertise?
being afraid you are going to be
can be accomplished than by medication.
To tell you what's good caught, but not being.
"Sixth Instruction of patient, family and friends and close observation
for you.
on their part of the rules laid down
will practically rob the disease of its
Why don't we tell then?
$18 CO. D. Tou tftk no
method and meads of extending."
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Kindness

The hill was alive with merry boys
and girls on a bright Saturday afternoon In winter. What fun it was Indeed to coast swiftly down the icy
slope, and what shouts of ringing
laughter as the sleds flew down the
hill.
Young and old seemed to be having
the gayest time possible. Big boys on
,
with crowds of little
tots at their backs, with rosy cheeks
and sparkling eyes, turned the sharp
corner at the end of the hill, to shortly help drag the heavy carry-al- l
up to
the top again.
The sun had almost set, and its rosy
light filled the street, but before any
had started to go home a man driving
a large load of wood began to ascend
the Icy path. The sleds steered out of
the way as the poor horse tried almost
It Is said that more people have lost
in vain to go on.
their lives In Four'h of July accidents
Suddenly he stopped, for he could than were billed during the entire Revgo on no further. The road was so olutionary War.
slippery that in trying to walk his
8AVED CHILD'S LIFE.
hind legs slipped from beneath him.
The man seemed enraged, and began
whipping the poor creature. As the Remarkable Cure of Dropsy by Dcdd's
Kidney Pills.
horse could not go on, the man struck
harder. Then a little girl, Amy by
Sedgwick, Ark., June 19. The case
name, got off her sled and stepping of W. S. Taylor's little son Is looked
up to the man, said politely, "Couldn't upon by those Interested in medical
I help you with your horse, sir? The matters as one of the most wonderful
load of wood seems very heavy for on record. In this connection his fathhim."
The man looked very much er makes the following statement:
susprlsed, but stopped immediately.
"Last September my little boy had
Amy went up to the horse, patted his dropsy; his feet and limbs were swolnose gently, and whispered kindly In len to such an extent that he could
his ear. A number of boys were taknot walk or put his shoes on. The
ing a few of the logs off the cart and treatment that the doctors were giving
transferring them to their sleds to him seemed to do him no good, and
draw up the hill.
two or three people said his days
Amy then led the horse along, for were short, even the doctors, two of
she was very gentle, and the noble the best In the country told me he
creature was perfectly willing
to would not get better. I stopped their
obey her. The man walked along and medicine and at once sent for Dodd's
really felt much ashamed, as he Kidney Pills. I gave him three Pills a
ought. At last they reached the top, day, one morning, noon and night for
and the boys put back the wood as the eight days; at the end of the eighth
load was not too heavy for a level. day the swelling was all gone, but to
As the children all bade each other give the medicine justice, i gave him
t
to go home, the man turned eleven more pills. I used thirty-fivaround, saying, "Many thanks to ye, Pills in all and he was entirely cured.
my lads, and to the little missy." I consider your medicine saved my
which showed how he felt. Which do child's life. When the thirty-fivPills
you think was happier that night, the were given him, he could run, dance
horse, or the little girl who belonged and sing, whereas before he was an
to the Society for the Prevention of liwalid in his mother's arms from
Cruelty to Animals? Our Dumb Animorning until night."
mals.
Italian Agent Maltreated.
Captain Baccari, who was sent to the
Congo Independent state as the representative of King Victor Emmanuel to
report upon the possibility of starting
an Italian emigration scheme for the
Congo, charged that the independent
state authorities attempted to have
Mm poisoned, and that afterward the
governor general of the Congo tried to
The public has been perhaps lulled prove that he was insane.
into a state of fancied security by the
Guarding the Treasury.
often expressed belief that disease
germs in water soon die. This was
A member of the Board of County
due to a knowledge that there are in Commissioners of Woods county obwater what we are pleased to call jected when the board voted to pass
water bacteria which were supposed an item of the county clerk's expense
to wage an Incessant war on disease account entered as "ribbon for typeHe said the clerk's typewriter
germs.
It was also assumed that in writer."
was a nice girl, but didn't think the
absolutely pure water disease germs county ought
to buy her clothes. Kanperished for lack of nourishment. sas City Journal.
These beliefs were also strengthened
by the partial investigations of some
physicians who gave It as their conclusions that water bacteria wage sucMADE
cessful war on all other kinds.
liut now a European scientist, Dr.
Konradi. publishes some researches QUICKER THAN DOCTOR'S TONICS,
SAYS TYPHOID PATIENT.
that seem to contract the conclusions
of some of those that admittedly only
l.nrty Left by Fever In Ve-Weak
touched the subject. He says that Tonus; I
Mate
si's Dr. Williams' Pin'i fills
water is suited to many disease germs
with Gratifying ltesu'j.
that In time overcome harmless baca
fever, such as typhoid, or senr-leAfter
teria instead of succumbing to them.
hns ruu its full course there, remuius
He experimented with the bacillus
recovery of strength. Tho tonic that
that causes inflammation of the spleen the
most rapidly iucrense the red corand with typhus bacillus. He thinks will
puscles in the blood is the one
will
he has proved that when
disease most quickly restore color to thut
the pule
germs and harmless water bacteria
strength to the weuk muscles,
are put into water the harmless bac- cheeks,
elasticity to the sluggish nerves. So
teria increase greatly for a few days, and
has ever been produced subut finally die, leaving the disease far nothing
to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for
germs masters of the situation and perior
this pnrpose.
"full of malignancy."
Miss Midendorf had been ill with
The spleen bacillus remained alive typhoid fever for fourteen weeks. She
for from 264 to 816 days, and displaced
had a good physician who carreid her
the other bacteria within two to four safely through the critical stages. When
weeks. The pus bacilli overcame the he left, nothing remained to bo dono exother bacilli after three months and cept to build up her strougth, which was
lived B08 days. The typhus bacillus very feeble, ami ho gave her some probecame master of the situation only scriptions for that purposo. Here, howafter more than four months, but lived ever, she met with disnppoiutmeut.
499 days.
The spleen bacilli thrive
" I took the doctor's tonics," she snys,
even in sterilized water.
"for two mouths nfter I hud recovered
We can therefore see how necessary from tho fever, but they did not do mo
It is that the farm home be fully protho good I looked for. My strength cumo
tected in Its water supply. A well back so Blowly that I scarcely seemed to
that has been contaminated by having be making any progress ak nil. Just
washed into it a few germs of typhoid then I read iu a book thrown in our
or other fever may remain contami- yard some striking testimonials showing
nated for more than a year. How what wonderful
and
many cases of Inflammation, of which strength-giver- s
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
we hear so much, come directly from are. I got a box of them soon after
this and ufter I hud tukeu only about
the well water will never be known.
half of them I could seo a very great improvement in my condition. When I
A Newfoundland
Pup.
had used up two boxes, I felt that I tlid
Once I had a Newfoundland
pup.
When I got blm he was only a few not need any more medicine. I have
weeks old and was so little I could remained etrung ever since."
Miss E. B. Midondorf lives at No.
hold him In my hands. The first day 1501
Park street, Quiucy, 111. Dr. WilI got him I went down to the
river to liams' Pink Pills are the best remedy to
swim and took him along.
knew he use in ull cases of weakness, from whatwas too little to go into the water,
ever cause the system may bo ruu down.
but took him ulong because I had In cases of debility due to overwork
' hey
nothing else to do with him, as the minister fresh strength
and overcome
folks were away. When I went into nervous symptoms.
They are a specific
the water he didn't want me to go and for
anemia or bloodlessuess. They are
barked and whined hard. When I particularly helpful to girls on the verge
got off a long way from Bhore, though
reof womanhood.
They meet all
the water was not more than two feet quirements of the period knownthe
as tho
deep, I lay down aid splashed the change of life. They correct
spring
water and kicked It about and yelled languor. They strengthen weak digesJust for fun. Wouid you believe it; tion and rouse up sluggish organs. Mo
the first thing I knew that little pup other toiliu continues so immjr virtues.
had me by the shoulder and was try- Ail druggists soil them.
ing to drag me ashore. He thought I
Magistrate Where do you live? Priswas drowning and had swum oft to
My home In wnere my hat Is.
save me. That showed ho was a New- oner
Indeed.
MitKlstrute
Prisoner Yes,
but
Just ut present I haven't any hat.
foundlander all right. Gerald Hays.
double-runners-
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It isn't necessary for the photographer to take people by surprise.
Tou never hear any crte complain
about "Defiance Starch." There Is none
to equal It In quality and quantity, IS
ounces, 10 cents. Try it now and save
your money.
You run always tell a married couple In a restaurant by the way they
don't talk to each other.
Inelow's RootMns; Ryrtip.
Mm
For rhlMren teething, loftenp the gums, reiureil til
slimy, pain, cures wind cullu. 'm botus.
Hum in m
It Is surprising how soon people begin to practice economy ufter they go
broke.
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Every housekeeper should know
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because it
never sticks to the iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up in
ages, and the price is the same, 10
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch Is free from ail injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
a
package it is because he has
a stock ou hand which be wishes to
dispose of before he puts In Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package in large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and the annoyance of the iron sticking. Defiance never sticks.
Any boy will tell you that it's easy
to forgive an enemy If he is bigger
than you are.
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LAUNDRY
SOAP

pure. Sfiitl for our new pcMtilum
(ifXtterlte !out Mtiz. Co.. Denver.

MOTORS
DYNAMOS
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Engineers,

Klectrlcal

COMPANY
Denver.

R K

Thi Colorado Saddlery

Co.

Wholesale Manufacturers of Harness and
Haddles of every style. Ask your deuler for
our K'"ds. If lie tlot-- not keep them we will
put you In touch with one who does.

iNervous Women
Usually-Du-

to Uterine Disorders
Perhaps Unsuspected

E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,"
ASSAY

OFRCE-r'- orv

Established in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail of
express will receive prompt and careful attest loo
pMueRCH"d8AEsS"",
Gold L Sitter Bullion

"Tr

A MEDICINE THAT CURES

Tests 100 wVitVioVtl,!01
JS Lawrence St.. Denver. Colo..,

Concentration

Can we dispute
the well - known
faut thut American
vnmen are ner?

How often do we
hear the expression, "I am so nervous, it seems as if
1 should fly ; " or,
" Don't speak to

"(V

"
iimr r you and
make you irrituble; you can't sleep,
you are unable to quietly and cnlmly
perform your duily tasks or care for
your children.
Tho relation of the nerves and generative orpuns in women is so close
s
of the nervous prosthat
tration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness und nervous irritability
arise from some derangement of the
organism which makes her a woman.
Kits of depression or restlessness and
Irritability. Spirits easily affected, so
that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps, l'ain in the ovaries and
between the shoulders. Loss of voice;
nervous dyspepsia. A tendency to cry
at the least provocation. All this points
to nervous prostration.
Nothing will relieve this distressing
condition and prevent months of prostration and Buffering SO surely as Lydia
E. I'inkham's Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. M K. Shotwell, of 103 Flatbush
Avenue, Urooklyn, N. if., writes:
nine-tenth-

" I cannot express the wonderful relief I
have extx'i lanosd hjf taking Lvdia K
stiflerutl for
Vegetable Compound.
a long time with nervous prostration, backache, headacltu, low of appetite. I could
uot sleep and would walk the floor almost
evsry night.
" f had three asMSfltsi nrui trot no letter, and
life was a burden. 1 was advised to try'
Lyuia K. finlthanrs Vegetunlu Compound,
and it has worked wonders for me.
" I sin a well woman, uiy nervousness is all
gone and lay friends say I look teu years
younger."
Will not the volumes of letters from
women made strong by Lydia K.
Vegetable Compound convince
all women of its virtues V Kurely you
cannot wish to remain sick and weal,
and discouraged, exhausted each day,
when yon can be as eiuiily curoii as
other women.

.
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ASSAYS

Gold and Miter
SI. ft
...S t
Gold.
Lead . . . .76
Copper. . l.fiO
IMiter Gold, hotorts ami
9Qs&&S.tnut'
OGOEN ASSAY CO.,
Gold

Gasoline Engine 3
and Pumps
For IRRIGATION and Other Purposes.
Bend Inquiries and specifications to

THE FUNT-LOMAELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
X

DENVER. COLORADO.
Two blocks south of Union Depot.

"Things Worth

Knowing'

I. T.
MUSKOGEE.
WACO. TEX.
SAN ANTONIO. TEX.
SHAWNEE.
0. T.
SO. McALESTER. I. T
TULSA, I. T.
OKLAHOMA CITY. 0. T.

AUSTIN, TEX.
DALLAS. TEX.
FT. WORTH, TEX.
TEX.
GALVES10N.
DENIS0N, TEX.
GUTHHIE, 0. T.
HOUSTON, TEX.

The Largest Cities In

TEXAS. OKLAHOMA AND
INDIAN TERRITORY
Are all
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Your grocer returns your money If you don't
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In

Oxford Hotel
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American Hun.

FIREWORKS

change their
like- the mail

Their Sufferings Are
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CO
TBB coroiiAiio
HsmmockN, (nmi Furniture,
lim.
St.. Denver. Colorado.
1G21 Lawrence

pprmntiontly cured. NoflfeJornprvrnimpmnftftf

K. U. K.UKI.

KEPAII18 of every known make
if stove, furnace or range. Geo. A.
'.awrence. Deliver. Phone tie.

1331

I O llrnt utiv's lint or Dr. Kline's Orest Nerve
rlTIT?
Bend tor FUKK ftt'j.OO trlul bottle itnd irrutieo,

t,

blood-builde-

rilWV

Don't we?

Your grocer returns jour money If yon don't
Bk Schilling'. Beit.
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This It i reason why you should
travel and ship your freight via 'The Katy'
P, S.
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FOR THE BABY DAUGHTER.

SADIE ROBINSON.

8uffrd From NervousnMt
Ptlvlo Catarrh Found Quick Relief
m a Few Dayt.
Girl

ALL DONE OUT.

Simple

Means for Future Pleasure
and Satisfaction.
A mother, noted for
her original
Ideas, showed me how she was planning for her little girl's pleasure and
satisfaction In the years to come.
"I remember," she said, "how I
used to question rny mother as to
what I did, how I looked, what she
did when she was a little girl. How
disappointed I used to feel when the
reply came: 'Why child, I don't remember; It was so long ago.' So,
when my baby came. I determined to
be able to gratify her curiosity along

these lines."

Then she showed me a book, filled
with many examples of her own
gowns labeled.
"Mama's graduating

LLaflSIB

NERVOUSNESS MID
WEAKNESS CURED
SY
PE-RU-- N.

Miss Sadie Robinson, 4 Rand street,
..
Maiden,
writes:
"Peruna was recommended to me
Ma.--.-

about a year ago as an excellent remedy
for the troubles peculiar to our sex. and
as I found that all that was said of this
medicine was true, I am pleased to
endorse it.
"I began to use It about seven months
ago for weakness and nervousness,
caused from overwork and sleeplessness, and found that In a few days I
began to grow strong, my appetite Increased and I began to sleep better,
consequently my nervousness passed
away and the weakness In the pelvic
organs soon disappeared and I have
been well and strong ever since. "
Address Dr. 8. B. Hart man. President
of The Iartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
O., for free medical advice. All correspondence strictly confidential.
I

"Yes"

Churches

School Houses
and Homes
Ought to be decorated
and beulthXui by using

A

and made beauttful

Rock Cement

asTS'SK

not rub or scale. Lrestroys disease germs and
vermin. No washing of walls after once applied. Any one can brush It on mix with
cold water. Plain tinting and whitening, and
the most elaborate relief, stencil work and
frescoing may be done with It. Other finishes
(bearing fanciful names and mixed with hot
water) douot have theorinentingproperty
of Alubaatine. They are stuck on with
Blue or other animal matter, which rots,

feeding disease germs, rubbing, scaling,
and spoiling walls, clothing, etc. Such
finishes must be washed off every year costly, filthy work. Buy Alabastine only In
d
packages, properly labeled.
Tint card, pretty wall and ceiling design,
Hints on Decorating, and our artists' services in making color plans, free.

ALABASTINE

COMPANY,

Grand Rapids, Mich, or 105 Water

St,

N. Y.

New York Justice Haven't I seen
you before?
Prisoner Probably. I
have been In your saloon frequently.

It doesn't take a quarrelsome man
to strike an attitude.
He who doesn't marry too young remains In the bachelor class to the end,
according to a disappointed benedict.

dress," "Mama's first silk dress."
"Mama's wedding gown," etc.
But the most Interesting book or
set of books, was the baby's own autobiography, Illustrated with amateur
photographs. It was written as If the
baby told the story, giving her Impressions of this world and her surroundings.
It contained photpgraphs
of her Christmas trees, of her first
birthday cake, etc. "What work." I
exclaimed. But the little mother said:
"What pleasure for my baby."
Then another idea of this wise
mother's is the starting of a chest for
this wee maiden. In It are all the
valentines, Easter cards, and gifts of
all descriptions that, are keepable. She
has told all her relatives to give the
baby things that she will appreciate
in later years, not to spend money
on toys, so this
old
baby has handkerchiefs, embroidered
towels, doilies, wash cloths, spoons,
forks, etc. Each valentine, Easter,
even May day, brings a contribution
to this young maiden's chest. When
old enough to have her own room she
is to use anything irom her chest that
pleases her fancy. Exchange.
MADE HER PROTEST STRONG.

Wanted It Understood She Was a
Good Church Member.
She was a member of a North Side
church, and Bhe was trying to impress
the fact upon the mind of the friend
who rode out with her on a late elevated train the other night.
"I'm as good a church member as
any one, and I don't care who knows
it," she said in the course of her talk.
"Well, it's nothing to be ashamed
of," said the friend. "I was also once
a church member, and I never was
ashamed to own up to it."
"Ashamed! Who says I am ashamed?" shouted the first woman, until
every one in the car turned to look.
"Ashamed? Well, now, I rather guess
not. I'm a good church member, and
who dares say I am ashamed of it?
The person who told you I am ashamed of it Ib a liar. There!"
"Why, no one told me you ware
ashamed of it," said the friend.
"Well, then, why are you saying it?"
"I didn't say it."
"You did!"
"Well, then, I suppose I did."
"Well, I'm not ashamed, I'll give you
to understand that, and you put it in
your last summer's bonnet that I am

not."
And then as the train stopped she
added, "Goodby, dear, I get off here."
Chicago Record-Herald- .

Cracked and Peeled Water and Heal
Caused Intense Pain Could Do
No Housework

Grateful
to Cutlcura.

Foster-Milbur-

FOOD IN SERMONS.
Feed the Dominie Right and the Sermons are Brilliant.

conscientious,
and
eminently
clergyman
successful
writes: "I am glad to bear testimony
to the pleasure and Increased measure of efficiency and health that have
come to me from adopting Grape-Nut- s
food as one of my articles of diet.
"For several years was much distressed during the early part of each
day by indigestion. My breakfast,
usually consisting of oatmeal, milk
and eggs, seemed to turn sour and
failed to digest.
After dinner the
headache and other symptoms following the breakfast would wear away,
only to return, however, next mornA

hard-workin- g

s

g

Rox-bur-

TEA

s

TEA

has-bee-
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System

For Infants and Children.
HMBM

a'

Always Bought

f

XVfcgetahU? Preparationfor Assimilating itteFcKxIanclRetf ula-ti- ng
the Stomachs and Bowels of

Bears the
Signature

Promotes Di$cslion.CiVerfVir-nes- s
and Rest .Contains neither
Opium. Morphine

AW

of

norMncral.

Not Harcotic.
nnfffOUO-SililllPtTCHgSemi-Jl-

Smtm

'

ntnpSnd-
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A

Aperfecl Remedy for Cons lipa
Hon, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevensh-nes- s

of Sleei.

Facsimile Signature of

Prevents Undue Increase
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The Kind You Have

of

NEW YORK.

In

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

CASTORIA

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

THE OMTMIH

0HKY.

OH

CITY,

of Good Coffee

The Secret

Even the best housekeepers cannot make a good cup of
coffee without good material. Dirty, adulterated and queerly
blended coffee such as unscrupulous dealers shovel over their
counters won't do. But take the pure, clean, natural flavored
LION COFFEE, the leader of all package cofieess
the coffee that for over a quarter of a century has been daily
welcomed in millions of homes and you will make a drink fit
for a king in this way :

HOW TO MAKE GOOD COFFEE.

Urn LION COFFEE, because to (tet heat results yon murt uac the beat coffee.
Grind yoar LION COFFEE rather fine, l ae "it tableatioonful to each cup, and one
extra for the pot." First mix It with a little cold water, enough to make a Irlck parte, and
add white of an egg (if 0(;g la to be used as a eeltler), then follow one of the M'.wqng rule :

1st. WITH BOILING WATER. Add boll Inn water, and act It
TIIRF.i: MINUTES ONLY. Add a little cold water and act aalde
Serve promptly.
minutes to nettle.
2d. WITH COLD WATER. Add your cold wnter to the paste

boll
five
and
bring It to a boll. Then dct aside, add a little cold water, and In live
minutes It's ready to serve.
boil It too long.
3 (Don't
Don't let It stand morethar ton mlnute9 before serving.
DONTS (Don't use water that has been boiled before.
TWO WAYS TO SETTLE COFFEE.

e

What's in a Name?
Champ Clark, representative from
Missouri, dearly loves a good story at
the expense of the state of Arkansas.
"One day," says Mr. Clark, "as a
train from the east pulled up at the
dinky little station of a most depressing town in the
district
of Arkansas, a passenger thrusting his ing.
head out of a car window demanded In
"Having heard of Grape-Nutfood,
citibitter tones of a dejected-lookinI finally concluded to give it a fair
zen who was leaning against the sta- trial. I quit the use of oatmeal and
tion door:
eggs, and made my breakfasts' of
" 'TeM me, what do you call this Grape-Nutcream, toast and Postum.
dreary, God forsaken place?" The result was surprising in improvMany a man has died without a dried-up- ,
"
'That's near enough, stranger," re- ed health and total absence of tbe
struggle who found It impossible to
live that way.
plied the native In a melancholy voice, distress that had, for so long a time,
'let it go at that!" "Collier's Weekly. followed the morning meal. My digestion became once more satisfactory,
the headaches ceased, and the old
Romantic Tramp.
Can a very bad person
The tramp who saved the life of a feeling of energy returned. Since that
Philadelphia girl by stopping her run- time, four years ago, I have always
like tea very much, do you
food on my breakfast
away horse and then asked and re- had Grape-Nuttable.
a
as
bis
her
kiss
ceived
from
reward
think?
"I was delighted to find also, that
must have had a streak of romance in
whereas before I began to use Grape-Nut- s
It's cowardly to hit a man when hs his soul, tor she says that his request
I was quite nervous and bela down but It's usually safer.
for a kiss was clothed in verse. She came food
easily wearied in the work of
cannot remember all the poetry that preparing
sermons and in study, a
Catarrh of the madder and K idney Trouble
"Her
fasolul? rured by Dr. ltovld 10Ifennwdjar u...rii, he quoted, but one thing was:
World faiuuua fur ortr yean. II a boula.
linsl.
eyes like stars Bhlne through the twi- marked improvement in this respect
from the change In my diet.
light of my soul." By the way, is resulted
I am convinced that Grape-Nutfood
Sorre men are too lasy to
Wyckoff
of
Princeton
off
Prof.
Walter
Ithsr enemies or friends.
produced this result and helped me
on one of his tramps now la search to a
sturdy condition of mental and
of literary material?
physical strength.
"I have known of several persons
Irrigation In India.
who were fojmerly troubled as I was.
A tired woman; a fresh
A great irrigation project Involving
and who have been helped as I have
about 126,000,000
beeu, by the use of Grape-Nut- s
food,
pot of tea; there is joy all an expenditure of by
the secretary of on in. recommendation, among whom
authorized
over her face.
state for India. The area commanded
may be mentioned the Rev.
,
by the canals is about 6,250 square now a missionary to China."
Name
The typewriter is mightier than the miles, although only a small part
of it given by Postum Company, Battle
telephone
when it comes to reproducing the message in court.
will be reached for a number of years Creek, Mich.
In this area it is estimated
in .mm
"There's a reason."
Defiance Starch la guaranteed biggest
that about ?,000 square miles will be
Read the little book, "The Road to
16
and beat or money refunded.
ounces. 10 cents. Try It now.
irrigated.
Wellvllle," in each pkg.
fever-and-agu- e

CASTORIA

and Loss

HOW NATURE KEEPS ORDER.

Any One Species.
How Is the balance of life on the
globe maintained? Why have not speBleeker Your wife Is something of
Why
exterminated specWo?
a wit. Hhc tried to make game of me cies
at the reception last night. Meeker
Huh! that's nothing. She often makes have not the birds exterminated the
Insects and the hawks and owls exme quail.
inThere may be plenty of room at the terminated the birds? Because the
top, but it Is also well to get In on sects are so much more prolific than
the ground floor.
the birds and the birds so much more
prolific than the hawks and owls. The
Opportunities in Cuba.
Now Is tbe time to secure lsnd in La Olorls. the bawks and owls are also more reBrat and lsrfteit American Colony In Cuba. Kaar
stricted as to food. The more adaptternii. Money In fruit ralaina. LsfM profile on amall ive an
animal is, the greater the
treatments. Write for free lllnatrated booklet.
Cuban Land ft Steamabip Co., 32 Broadway, M.Y. City.
chances of surviving.
If wolves and
foxes could browse like deer and sheep
and rabbits, they would be as numerPENSIONING THE AGED.
ous as these latter species.
The poWhat the French Government Has tato bug has unduly Increased because
Its food is
Done in the Matter.
and Its enemies
"The aged are generally held in re- have not appeared. The forest worm
spect, but not more so than in the threatened to destroy the maple woods
United States." So sayB UnKed States of some sections til the ichneumon fly
Consul General Gowdy at Paris in a appeared.
report in regard to the care of the
aged in France. For more than half
Taming Birds.
a century the French government has
Young birds should never be taken
been experimenting with schemes for
pensioning the aged, but not with en- from the nest unless one knows much
tire success. The law now in force, about their feeding habits in captivity,
which was adopted in 1895, Is not al- and once taken and reared it. Is nothtogether satisfactory and will probably ing short of cruelty to set them free
be amended in the near future.
again. For while In captivity many
At tho present time deposits are re- kinds of birds can be made perfectly
ceived from any person, regardless of happy, yet they will never
have
age, but the amount may not exceed
to find their own foot1, and If
500 francs ($96.50) in the course of a learned
year. An account may be opened for given their freedom the following fall
a child three years of age; a married or spring they will perish miserably.
woman may deposit money without Ceriarbirds, vireos and warblers are
her husband's consent. At any ago very difficult to raise, and shuuld
(or earlier never be taken from the nest, but a
between fifty and sixty-fivdisability to song sparrow, robin, thrush or sparin case of permanent
work) the depositor may claim his an- row hawk, if well cared for, will benuity, which Is calculated according come tame, and if given the tun of
to the amount of his deposit and in- an entire room, will furnish unending
terest and the probabilities of life, hut amusement. C. William Beebe in
the annuity may not exceed 1,200
Recreation.
francs ($231.50).
In rural districts the tax gatherer
is empowered to receive deposits, and
Phyllis.
in many factories a certain percentage PhyHtu, from her latticed casement.
Where the climbing roses twine.
is deducted from the wages and paid
a dewy bud one morning.
to the Caisse in the workman's name. Plucked
Dropped it from her hand to mine.
may be Butterflies and blooming
A branch of the
Caisse
flowers
Helped to make the wlnilow gay.
founded in any town or village, with
background
picture
for
Fitting
tho
the permission of the prefect of the
Phyllis In her negligee.

1

"My bands cracked and peeled, and
were so sore it was Impossible (or me
to do my housework. If I put them In
water I was In agony for hours; and
if I tried to cook, the heat caused Intense pain. I consulted two doctors,
but their prescriptions were utterly
useless. And now after using one cake
of Cutlcura Soap and one box of Cutlcura Ointment my hands are entirely
well, and I am very grateful. (Signed)
Mrs. Minnie Drew, 18 Dana St.,
Mass."

BOTTLES.

TEA

There is scarcely anything
less substantial; and almost
nothing more substantial.

And softly steals the ladcned hush, until
E'en winds list o'er the fields of daffodil.
They all day wafted 'tis so sweet to

When twilight falls.
Let not one drop of this rare nectar spill.
But with the beryl wine your goblet till,
i
ink with me. Love, the golden of the
west.
For all Is mnde for love and love Is
best
And oh. the wonder of the moment's
thrill
When twilight falls.
Thomas 8. Jones, Jr.

WINE

n

depositors.

rest

OF

Veteran Joshua Heller, of 70S South Champagne Bottles Must Be Flawless
Walnnt Street, Urbana, 111., says: "la
and They Come High.
the fall of 1899 after taking Doan's
"The cost of Champagne bottles Is
Kidney Pills I told
very high," said Louis Le Vlgnaux.
the roaders of this
London, according to the Milwaukee
paper that they had
Free Press, "as they must be flawless
kidrelieved me of
to stand the enormous pressure of the
ney trouble, disliquid. The testing of these bottles
posed of a lame
Is attended to by an expert, who, by
back
with pain
striking two bottles lightly together
cross my loins and
with the sides, recognizes by the
beneath the shoulsound whether they are perfect or not.
der blades. During
The bottles are purchased In sumwhich
Interval
the
mer and are carefully cleansed with
has elapspd I have
alcohol, closed with a temporary stop
rebad occasion to
per and put away until used in March
sort to Doan's KidThe stoppers are selected from the
ney Pills when I
best stock and cost from $16 to $20 a
ootlced warnings of
thousand. When the bottles are filled
mWOU
an attack. On each
they are placed in cool cellars, stackand every occasion the results tib-- ed in piles one on the other from fiftalned were just as satisfactory as teen to twenty feet in height, withwhen the pills were first brought to out any shelving.
Such a wall of
my notice. I just as emphatically enis as strong as Iron. Still any
bottles
y
as I did one of them may be pulled out withdorse the preparation
over two years ago."
out Interfering with the rest, which is
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y. frequently
proprietors. For sale by all druggists, ment of done to obtain the developfermentation. The hot seaprice 50 cents per box.
son is dangerous to champagne on acWise Is the man who can tell count of the bursting of the bottles.
whether a young man Ib in love or is If the loss does not exceed 8 per cent
merely breaking In a new pair of all Is well. If It rises to 15 per cent
the place must be made cooler, and If
shoes.
It should reach 20 per cent nothing
remains but to open all the bottles."

Twlliuht.
When the twilight falls and nil the land itf
still,
The purple shndows stenl across the hill.
And one lone star above a pine tree's
crest
Grows ever brighter, while from out Its department, and there are about 2,300
nest
of such branches, with nearly 340,000
There breaks the low cry of the

M

AGONY OF SORE HANDS.

COST

1st with Egg. T'ae part of the white of an egg, mixing it with the ground LION
COFFEE lieforclioillng.
Id. With Cold Water Instead of esga. After boiling add a dash of cold water, and set
aalde for eight or ton mlnutea, then eerve through a strainer.

COFFEE,
Insist on getting a package ol genuine LION only
use
will
prepere It according to this recipe and yon
Bold only In 1 lb. siuled packages.)
LION COFFEE In future.
on every ilackag.)
for valuable premiums.)

(Lion-hea- d

(Save these

Lion-hea-

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE

SPICK CO.. Toledo, Ohio.

WOOLSON

glimpse of frills and ribbons;
the memory of a face
Framed about In buds and roses,
And a cloud of misty lace.
Laughing eyes, still dark from slumBsr,
Soft, red Hps, where dimples play;
Round, white arm hair In disorder
Phyllis In her negligee.
a
Jtst
Just

A the high desk In the city.
Where 1 earn my dally bread.
On the ,n. r fin of the blotter
There are sketches of a head.
Bending o'er the office ledger
Lioublc entries fade away.
And Instead, all framed In roses
Phyllis In her negligee.
Mlddleton Tybout, ill Leslie's

Monthly.

Sad Conditions in Turkey.
traveler who has investigated con-imin Macedonia remarks: "Tho
Turkish soldier, under decent control,
would act with something like humanity; but the Turkish government being
what it Is, the ragged and unpaid
troops are driven to robbery and murder, and learn, through their own
wretchedness, to behave generally like
wild beasts. All the wealth of the
country goes to keep up the splendor
ol the court and of the luxurious army
of the sultan's daughters, while the
aripy is In rags. I saw hundreds of
th'j soldiers without boots, having only
leathers tied round their feet with
A
H

i-

fctr'ng."

Tomato, Julienne, Conaomroe, Chicken, Mulligatawnrv, or Oxtail will please the moat
hey are quickly prepared delicious to eat -- always aatialactory.

faatidious.

Lobby's 'KoJ1 Food Products
Sfausage
Boneless Chicken
Soupa

Corned Beef Hash
Ox Tongues

Coffee a Powerful Disinfect! nt.
The ase of coffee as a disinfectant
Is generally known, but It Is doubtful
if the majority of people are aware
of its tlue value in this direction. It
Is one of the most powerful and effective agents known, as has been shown
by repealed experiments. The merest
pinch of coffee is usually sufficient to
cleanse a hick room, even in aggravated cases. The best way to employ it
is to freshly pound tbe coffee In a
mortar, If no mill Is at hand, and
t
iron surface.
inkle it on a
red-ho-

Vienna
Ham Loaf

J'our lrocer: turn them
Llbby. McNeill 6. Llbby. Chicago

BICYCLES, FISHING TACKLE

Over a Silver Bridge.
Cue of the customs observed at a
Bohemian marriage feast is that of
making the bride cross a silver bridge.
lifts her onto
The bride's father-in-lathe table, where she walks on two
rows of silver coins, at the end of
whk'l her husband stands and receive.! her Into his arms. The stiver
brldgu typifies the wealth with which
her bridegroom hopes to smooth her
path in life.

si

Let Llbby
Serve Your Soup

A

Strictly

First-Clas-

8

SPORTING GOODS

BICYCLE

s

$25.00

Wholesale

See Us Before Buying.

BROWN

g

BECK.

and Retail.

Denver, Colo.
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Howard L. Burton
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National IJank.
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FOR WOMEN

troubled with ills peculiar to
lueir aex, uaea aa s douche is marvelous auc- naalul Thoiourhlv cleanaffa kill,i1i,n.uam.
wteps discharges, heala iDtianiination ana local
aoreneai, cires leucorrhosa sud nasal catarrh.
Paxtine it in powder Imru lo be dtaaolvcd in pur
water, and ia l. i nioie clcanainr, licaling, jKerruiciual
iud ecouomical than Jiuuul anliactitica lor all
TOILET AND WOMEN'S SPECIAL USES
r or aala at drugiata, M centa a box.
Trla! box ami Hook al laatrucllona
'm H. fasroM Cowra'.r
atosica. aaasa.

l're.
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Kindly Manticn This Paper.
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E. Schwartz waa down from La pergoeally appeared before me, a notary
public id and for laid oonnty aforesaid,
Belle the first ef the week.
VV.

River,

Taoi

I

ountf, New

Miss Bessie Phipps left Tuesday persons described in and wh executed
at Red for Trinidad to visit a sister at the foregoing Instrument, abdacanow
Mkxtco.
leaged that tbey executted'the lame at
that place.

--

heir free act and deed.
INVW1 IVNE8S WHEREOF,
'have
Mrs. Lyman Bnms and children
my
my
sat
band
and
atnx.J
hereunto
Mr.
arid
and
Mis
Hudson
are over
Publisher,
official seal the day and year la this cerI
from E'town visiting friends.
--i
tificate first above written.
Wm.M. Frayne.
Sal Signed
Cert-wrigE P. Wesptoby and 0ave
Scoond-Claa- e
MaltPi Bt th
Entered
Territory
of
New
Mexleo
I
aie running races as to who connty ot itio Arriba.
River, New Mexico, PottoiVfie.
fish.
largest
They
can catch the
On this 14th day of June A. D. I90i
are a tie now as eacli have canght personally appeared before me a Notary
I'ublia in and for said county aforesaid,
a fifteen inch tront.
BATKH OF HCBHCRIPTION.
J. E. Woody to me known to be the
persons described in and who executed
$1.50
Weekly, per year
The Diamond Cure.
he foregoing Instrument, and acknow75
Weekly, six months
is,
The latestnews from Paris,
ledge that they executed the same at
40 tin r thpv have dicovered a diamond their free act and 'deed.
Weekly, three months
is-- Witness wiieukuf, i have
cure for consnmpHon. if yon fear
consumption' or1 pneumonia, it 'Will, hereunto set my hand and affixed my
LOCALS
however,' be best for you to take offl cial seal the day and year to this cer
ti'icate lifst above written.
th t frrea remedy mentioned by W".
Eliseo Loj in
Signed
8. G. Haiyh spending' a few T. McGee,
Van
had
Tenn.'
leer,
"I
of
Seal
Notary Public.
dayb at Twining 'this week.
a congh tor fourteen years. Noth- T&BRITOB1 OF NEW MSXICt.'
ing Helped me, nntill I took Dr.
B. P. Hatch is working the hi
OEFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
E:nira"New Discovery for Con- CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON:
TPAsk.
Iron
on
the
eessmeut
sumption-, Couljtis and colds.which
lI.W. RAYNOLDtJ, Secretary of
Win. Baxter of Elu.fthethtoWu cavn instant relief, and effected a
the Territory of New Mexico . do herequick
Unequalled
'ctire."
permanent
visited Ued Uiver Hnhrhiy.
by certify that, there was filp'.l fer recutire. for throat and luilg troubles
ord
in this otlice at Nine o'clock a. m.
&
Mrs. vrV J.'lWtknd MbAt F. 0 Stevens' store; priee 50c
on the si xteenth of June A. D. lfoe.
pnamintetKJ,
81.90,
and
past
nick'
list the
were on tlie
CERTIFICATE OF St' CK HOLDWet'K I nt me coiivaleaCini::
ERS' NUN 1,1 A Ml 1. L'Y or
TE III! TOM' OF NKW MEXICO
EAfiLE FLOUR MILL COM FAN Y.
OFf'YOE OF THE SECRETARY.
Mr. and Mr. H. C. Meade of
(No. 4026 );
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week. M. Meade ta tho' Travel- Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
ing Freht Atrent'fov the' 1). and certify that lliefe was filed for record in to be a correct transcript therefrom ai.d
thia otflee at nine o'clock A. M.. on the of the whole thereof,
1. G. railroad.
Given under my hand and the
Sixteenth d ly of .June A. D. 1UC5,
Great Seal of the Territory ot
ICI.Ktf
INCORPORATION
OF
rrtbv&d
ART
lmss
lv. IhniuDBon
A.
New Mexioo, at the City of
OF
Washington to
from Tufiunn,
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meal.
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The Misses Edna Pinker, Testa gjg colinty of Vast; to acqmif, hold
first atove written.
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